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The room-temperature isotropic spectrum of SF6 was recorded at the frequency of the 2ν 5 overtone
by running high-sensitivity incoherent Raman experiments for two independent polarizations of the
incident beam and for gas densities varying from 2 to 27 amagat. Weak yet observable pressure effects were found. A transparent analysis of the Raman cross-section problem along with the first-ever
prediction of the value of the mean polarizability second derivative ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 are made and the hitherto underestimated role of the hot bands of SF6 is brought to the wider public. The emergence of
an analytic hotband factor is shown whose magnitude is dramatically increased with the order of the
overtone and the gas temperature and all the more so upon considering low-frequency molecular vibrations. Our formulas, which in the harmonic approximation are exact, are still applicable to real situations provided certain conditions are fulfilled. For nondegenerated modes, generalization to higher
order overtones is made, an issue addressing the much challenging problem of the IR-allowed second
overtone bands. The content of this paper is also an invitation towards ab initio derivative-calculations
for sulfur hexafluoride, especially given the today’s needs in interpreting spectra of significance for
greenhouse atmospheric issues. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803160]
I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational Raman and IR spectroscopy in nonpolar
compressed molecular gases, though among the age-old techniques, still proves the best way to access dipole polarizability and dipole moment derivatives with respect to the vibration normal coordinates of a molecule1–3 (see also Refs. 4–8,
and references therein). Within that spectroscopy, frequencyresolved spectra, generated by the oscillating dipole-dipole
polarizability α or dipole moment μ, are recorded around the
frequency of a vibrational transition, from which a lot can be
learnt about the way in which the molecule oscillates at that
frequency. It happens often that the absorption or scattering
cross-section of a vibrational transition is too small a value
to emerge from the noise, thus requiring high gas pressures
to make enough intense signals appear. In doing so, however,
line spectra start to overlap due to neighboring transitions, resulting in a spectrum that looks more like a broad bump than
like anything described as a sharp spectral line at the expected
frequency.9 Serious difficulties may thus appear with the interpretation. This is even more so when the equipment used to
record the intensities is not designed for high resolution imaging, and spectral resolutions of the order of ∼1 cm−1 are only
possible. Although such values are too low a performance in
comparison to some of today’s feats of instrumentation,10–12
it is sometimes the cost of the effort required to maximize
sensitivity, as in the case of the very high-sensitivity Raman
equipment of our institute.13–17
To make things concrete, let us take SF6 and its 2ν 5
Raman overtone. This molecule has been witnessing rea) Electronic mail: michel.chrysos@univ-angers.fr
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newed spectroscopic interest in the last two decades,18–25
with its role in environmental and atmospheric issues being among the reasons for concern.26–28 At room temperature, the overtone 2ν 5 manifests itself as a highly polarized
weak-intensity spectrum,29, 30 which is almost completely
drowned out in a plethora of hot or difference band transitions that all are simultaneously “excited” at nearly the
same frequency (∼1048 cm−1 ). Whereas in all those transitions the vibrational quantum number associated with ν 5
makes a jump from v5 = 0 to v5 = 2, one or several ν i
(i = 5) modes of the molecule may have remained excited in
an arbitrary vibrational level vi during the transition. Matrix
elements such as 000021|α|000001, 000022|α|000002,
000120|α|000100 are typical of such a type of bands, taken
arbitrarily from the pool of transitions around the frequency
value 1048 cm −1 . These are identified as the hot bands ν 6
+ 2ν 5 − ν 6 , 2ν 6 + 2ν 5 − 2ν 6 , and ν 4 + 2ν 5 − ν 4 , respectively, and in a way analogous to many others, they can greatly
affect the spectrum of the “pure 2ν 5 overtone” and wrongly be
thought of as pertaining to the transition 000020|α|000000.
Worse, a multitude of other hot bands also occurs at nearly the
same frequency, owing to an initially excited vibrational level
v5 . Among the large number of such bands, one may quote
the 3ν 5 − ν 5 , the 4ν 5 − 2ν 5 , or even combinations of the
type ν 6 + 3ν 5 − (ν 6 + ν 5 ) or 2ν 6 + 3ν 5 − (2ν 6 + ν 5 ), with
matrix elements 000030|α|000010, 000040|α|000020,
000031|α|000011, and 000032|α|000012, respectively.
The question then arises: Is it possible to isolate from the
experimentally measured integrated cross-section the bare
overtone contribution 000020|α|000000? In many systems,
there is a reduced number of hot bands in the vicinity of a
transition, so what in fact one measures, there, is to a good
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approximation the real transition alone. In those cases there
is not even a question to answer. But in the case of SF6
(especially for low-frequency bending modes) things can be
very different. This is even more so upon treating hot gas.
Not only the severe coalescence that occurs at high gas pressure or temperature conditions makes it impossible to isolate 000020|α|000000, but even if it were possible to do
so it would be of limited interest, resulting in matrix elements that are temperature-dependent. What in fact matters in
making such an experiment is to extract information inherent
in the molecule, namely, some value for the physically
rel
evant effective second polarizability derivative ∂ 2 α/∂qi2 eff
(Ref. 31). This derivative is, by construction, the same for all
the matrix elements pertaining to the spectrum, which will
only differ in proportionality factors that can be worked out
analytically.
It is the purpose of this paper to report on the link
between the integrated
overtone
spectrum M0 and the har

monic property ∂ 2 α/∂qi2 . In the harmonic approximation
these
are exact. In the presence of anharmonicity,

 2 formulas
∂ α/∂qi2 eff should instead be viewed as the anharmonic
derivative
in the 000020|α|000000 transition, which differs

from ∂ 2 α/∂qi2 in (v-independent) anharmonic corrections.
In certain situations, such as for modes ν i and conditions eni
 1, weakly coupled vibrations and small cubic
suring khν
BT
force constants kkii (k = i), as in the case treated in the example to be developed below, the harmonic approximation is
enough. Yet, even in the most unfavorable cases, the content
of this paper will be of value for assessing the otherwise unsuspected degree of difficulty in treating a multiply degenerated low-energy bending mode of a high-symmetry molecule,
which by nature is closer to an infinitely degenerated gas than
to an ordinary few-levels textbook system.

J. Chem. Phys. 138, 174308 (2013)

simultaneously reported by other scientists, on the basis of
experiments or calculations for SF6 (Refs. 44 and 45). More
recently, new techniques for constructing representations of
point groups, that are particularly useful when describing high
overtones, have been introduced.46
In what follows, we focus on sulfur hexafluoride and on
its vibrational spectra and derivatives, which are timely issues
to deal with.27, 28 Of the six vibration modes of SF6 , only ν 3
and ν 4 are IR active, and thus directly involved in radiative
forcing. Pure bending modes, such as the scissoring vibration ν 5 on which our paper mainly focuses, do not directly
involve deformation of the S–F bond. This fact explains the
origin of the believed small or even tiny value of the anhar= C155 = −17 cm−1 (Ref. 44),
monicity constant k155 [= φ155
2
−1
0.68 cm (Ref. 45)] and of the difficulty in obtaining reliable data for that quantity.47 In this respect, Krohn and
Overend have come to the conclusion that their “calculated
values of C155 and C166 may not be reliable” and that “incompleteness in the bending and stretch-bend anharmonicities is responsible for shortcomings in calculations involving
the lower-frequency modes.”44 Similar are the conclusions of
Hodgkinson, Barrett, and Robiette,45 who have pointed out
that cubic constants which only involve the interactions of
stretching vibrations are an order of magnitude larger than
those involving the bending vibration ν 5 , and that their “general model is not particularly accurate for stretch-bend constants.”Although the need for improved spectroscopic data
and for explicit account of stretch-bend and bend-bend interactions in the force field of SF6 appears clearly already in
the mid-1980s (Ref. 45, p. 945), 25 years later there is still
no improvement in this area. This need is timelier today than
ever before in view of the recent conclusions of NASA scientists: the bond derivatives (especially the ones involving fluorine atoms) have been identified as being responsible for the
molecular origin of greenhouse warming.48

II. THEORY
A. Past and current trends

B. Vibrational partition functions and populations

There is long evidence that absorption or scattering crosssections can increase with temperature. Reports have appeared in the 1960s claiming an increase by a factor 1000
in the mean polarizability of molecular hydrogen upon heating the gas to 5000 K and averaging the vibrational32 and
rotational33, 34 states. Surprising effects such as the “cold-band
effect” were seen experimentally, in the early 1980s, in which
the 3ν 3 absorption cross-section of SF6 was found to decrease
with increasing temperature.35 A few years later, absorption
experiments with SF6 showed the existence of enhanced hotband multiphoton absorption.36 The use of cryostatic cells and
jet-cooled equipment to reduce the effect of hot bands also
goes back to that time37, 38 and still continues nowadays.39, 40
Late in the 1980s, refraction index experiments, carried out
by Hohm and Kerl, have shown how to monitor the temperature dependence of electronic polarizability for molecular and
atomic gases.41, 42 As for theory, internal-coordinate formulations for the vibration-rotation energies of octahedral spherical top molecules have allowed to determine partial sets of
cubic potential energy coefficients in the normal and symmetry coordinate bases.43 Similar sets of data were almost

To represent the states over which the vibrational energy, Ev , of the gas molecules is distributed in thermodynamic
equilibrium, m-uplets v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ) pertaining to the
ensemble N m are used, where m is the number of molecular
normal modes and vi are the associated vibrational quantum
numbers. For SF6 , m = 6. According to Boltzmann statistics,
the fraction of SF6 molecules occupying a sixuplet v, at temperature T, reads:
Pv =
where xi =

hcνi
kB T

m
1 
gn ,i (vi )e−vi xi ,
Z i=1 i

(1)

and
Z=

∞ 
m


gni ,i (vi )e−vi xi

(2)

vi =0 i=1

is the total vibrational partition function in which the contribution of the zero-point vibrational energy has been removed
(more about this intentional omission is said below). In the
above formulas, ν i is the fundamental frequency of mode i,
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and ni its degeneracy. gni ,i (vi ) stands for the degeneracy of
the vi th excited state of this mode. The calculation of gni ,i (vi ),
for a molecule vibrating harmonically in an ni -fold degenerated mode ν i , addresses notions of combinatorics to answer
the question: “in how many different ways can one satisfy
a1 + a2 + . . . + ani = vi , where a1 , a2 , . . . ani are nonnegative integers?” In the case of i = 1, which, in both
SF6 and CO2 , is a totally symmetric vibration, ν 1 is a nondegenerated mode (n1 = 1) and there is only one way to satisfy the aforementioned condition. As a result, gn1 ,1 (v1 ) = 1
whatever the value v1 . In the case of ν 2 (i = 2), which
for both those molecules is a doubly degenerated mode
(n2 = 2), there are obviously gn2 ,2 (v2 ) = v2 + 1 ways to satisfy the condition a1 + a2 = v2 . Finally, in the case of the
vibrations ν 3 , ν 4 , ν 5 , and ν 6 of SF6 (i = 3, . . . , 6), which
are all triply degenerated (ni = 3), one can readily check
that there are gni ,i (v) = 12 (vi + 1)(vi + 2) ways to satisfy
a1 + a2 + a3 = vi . The three specific formulas given above
for ni = 1, 2, and 3 can readily be generalized to any value of
ni through the formula:49
gni ,i (vi ) =

(vi + ni − 1)!
.
(ni − 1)!vi !

(3)

Table I gathers, in the order of decreasing probability, the
33 sixuplets v that were necessary for convergence to 95% of
the fractional population of SF6 at room temperature, along
with degeneracy g(
v )[= 6i=1 gni ,i (vi )], vibrational energy Ev
−1
(in cm ), and occupation probability Pv for the state v at
that temperature. At 295 K, only 32% of the molecules are
in the ground vibrational state. The next three excited states,
(000001), (000010), and (000002), contain together as many
molecules as the ground state itself. The missing 5% of the
population is spread over a huge number of states (not shown).
More than 15% of the total population is distributed over levels that are only very little occupied (<1%). Similar data, but
limited to the 15 most populated states, have been reported
in the past;50 wherever the comparison is possible, excellent
agreement between the two series of data is found.
Rearrangement between the product and the sum operators in the expression of Eq. (2) allows one, with the help of
Eq. (3), to deduce the very useful formula:51
Z=

m


(Zi )ni ,

(4)

i=1

where Zi = (1 − e−x i )−1 is the vibrational partition function for a single degree of freedom of vibration i. As mentioned above, the zero-point vibrational energy is missing in
the expression
Zi = (1 − e−x i )−1 , which should instead read:
x
− 2i
Zi = e (1 − e−x i )−1 . Yet there are good reasons why we
might want to remove this factor from the definition of Zi
(Ref. 52).
Application of Eq. (4) to the case of SF6 results in the
very useful and simple expression:

v

g(
v)

E (cm−1 )

Pv (%)

(000000)
(000001)
(000010)
(000002)
(000100)
(000011)
(010000)
(000101)
(000003)
(010001)
(000012)
(000020)
(000110)
(000102)
(001000)
(100000)
(010010)
(000021)
(000111)
(010002)
(000004)
(001001)
(000200)
(000013)
(010100)
(100001)
(010011)
(000103)
(000201)
(000022)
(010101)
(000112)
(001010)

1
3
3
6
3
9
2
9
10
6
18
6
9
18
3
1
6
18
27
12
15
9
6
30
6
3
18
30
18
36
18
54
9

0
348.08
523.56
696.16
615.02
871.64
643.35
963.10
1044.24
991.43
1219.72
1047.12
1138.58
1311.18
947.98
774.55
1166.91
1395.20
1486.66
1339.51
1392.32
1296.06
1230.04
1567.80
1258.37
1122.63
1514.99
1659.26
1578.12
1743.28
1606.45
1834.74
1471.54

31.839
17.490
7.432
6.405
4.758
4.083
2.762
2.614
1.955
1.518
1.495
1.157
1.111
0.957
0.938
0.728
0.645
0.635
0.610
0.556
0.537
0.515
0.474
0.456
0.413
0.400
0.354
0.292
0.260
0.233
0.227
0.223
0.219

Table II gathers the values of the various partition functions of SF6 at room temperature. The values of the entries
suggest that ν 1 is, thermodynamically, the least active mode,
for it is both non-degenerated and energetic. The opposite
holds true for modes ν 6 and ν 5 , and to a lesser extent for mode
ν 4 , for they are all triply degenerated and of lower energy.

TABLE II. Partition functions of the different normal vibration modes. ni
stands for the oscillator dimension. The total vibrational partition function
amounts to Z = 3.141 at T = 295 K. ν i are given in cm−1 . The calculation of
Zi ’s was done analytically.
Mode
νi
ni
gni ,i (vi )

Z = (1 − e−x1 )−1 (1 − e−x2 )−2
×[(1 − e−x3 )(1 − e−x4 )(1 − e−x5 )(1 − e−x6 )]−3 .

TABLE I. States of SF6 sharing, at 295 K, 95% of the total gas population.
The states are sorted in the order of decreasing probability. States occupied to
<1% share 15% of the total fractional population. The vector v denotes the
sixuplet (v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 ).

(Zi )ni

i=1

i=2

i=3

774.55
1

643.35
2

947.98
3

1

vi + 1

1.023

1.093

1.030

i=4

i=5

615.02
523.56
3
3
1
(vi + 1)(vi + 2)
2
1.166
1.275

i=6
348.08
3

1.835

(5)
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C. Raman cross-sections and hot bands

1. First overtones of triply degenerated vibrations

In the case of a threefold degenerated mode ν i , the initial
state of the molecule is designated by a triplet (vi,1 , vi,2 , vi,3 )
of quantum numbers vi,1 , vi,2 , and vi,3 , which obey
vi = vi,1 + vi,2 + vi,3 and are associated with three equivalent, independent degrees of freedom. As a result, there are
six possible final states involved in the upward overtone transition vi → vi + 2 , which read: (vi,1 + 2, vi,2 , vi,3 ), (vi,1 , vi,2
+ 2, vi,3 ), (vi,1 , vi,2 , vi,3 + 2), (vi,1 + 1, vi,2 + 1, vi,3 ), (vi,1
+ 1, vi,2 , vi,3 + 1), (vi,1 , vi,2 + 1, vi,3 + 1). For the first three,
the corresponding matrix-elements of the dipole-dipole polarizability tensor invariant α read:



(vi,p + 1)(vi,p + 2) 1 ∂ 2 α
,
2
2
2! ∂qi,p
where p = 1, 2, 3. For the remaining three final states, the
matrix-elements are

(vi,p + 1)(vi,q + 1) 1
∂ 2α
∂ 2α
1
,
+
2
2! ∂qi,p ∂qi,q
2! ∂qi,q ∂qi,p
with p, q = 1, 2, 3 and p < q. The derivatives are calculated
at the equilibrium position.
Given that the scattering process is incoherent, the interference terms make no net contribution to the intensity, and
the Raman zeroth-order moment is simply the sum of the
probability averages. Use of symmetry properties further simplifies the calculation of the moment, which reads:
2

∞
−vxi
(v + 1)(v + 2)
∂ 2α
3
v=0 e
M0 =
∞
2
−vxi
16 ∂qi,1
v=0 e
3
+
4

∂ 2α
∂qi,1 ∂qi,2

2

∞
−vxi
(v +
v=0 e
∞
−vxi
e
v=0

1)

2

.

It was gratifying to find out that the expression of
Eq. (7) leads directly to the cross-section for the ⊥ component
dσ ⊥ /d long ago reported in the analysis of the 2ν 4 overtone of cyanogen.53 For the latter analysis, a technically exhaustive lengthy mathematical approach had been applied, involving symmetry-adapted normal coordinates and sphericaloscillator algebra mostly addressed to theorists.

2. The 2ν5 overtone

There is sparse evidence of Raman overtones from greenhouse molecules, and only recently has their treatment (CO2 ,
2ν 3 ) begun to be completed.54–57 No calibrated spectrum
and far too synoptic material on the Raman 2ν 5 overtone
of SF6 was found in the so far existing literature, even
though evidence for a strongly polarized band has twice been
reported.29, 30 In spite of the very low resolution [6 cm−1
(Ref. 29), 3–10 cm−1 (Ref. 30)] that these scientists have employed in their experiments (far lower than our 0.85 cm−1 ), no
or little mention of the role of the hot bands has been made,
while the fact of keeping fixed the incident-beam polarization
(perpendicular to the scattering plane) further hindered them
from reporting on the isotropic spectrum of the overtone.
Given the strongly polarized character of that band, the
Raman spectrum of 2ν 5 should merely be isotropic and only
derivatives of the mean-polarizability invariant, ᾱ, will be involved in the analysis. Further simplification comes from the
observation that the contribution of the cross second derivatives of ᾱ is zero. A simple argument to show this property
is based on symmetry considerations and runs as follows: if
we rotate the molecule around qi, 3 so that the coordinate qi,1
coincides with qi, 2 and the qi,2 switches to −qi, 1 , the second cross derivative of the polarizability trace changes sign, a
∂ 2 ᾱ
result only compatible with ∂qi,1
= 0 (endomorphism).
∂qi,2
These properties lead to the following expression for the
zeroth-order isotropic moment:

Repeating use (k = 0, 1, 2) of the very useful formula
∞

v=0

k −vxi

v e

=

d
−
dxi

k

(1 − e

−xi −1

)

(6)

allows us to calculate the two sum-ratio terms in the rhs of
the above equation, which acquire the simple expressions
2(1 − e−xi )−2 and (1 − e−xi )−2 , respectively. Thus M0
reads:
⎡
⎤
2
2
2
2
∂
α
α
3
∂
⎦ , (7)
M0 (T ) = γi (T ) ⎣
+2
2
8
∂qi,1 ∂qi,2
∂qi,1
with


hcν −2
− i
.
γi (T ) = 1 − e kB T

(8)

The quantity γ i (T), hereinafter referred to also as the γ factor, has the meaning of a “hotband factor,” for it describes
the scattering cross-section of the overtone at the temperature
of the experiment normalized to the cross-section of the same
overtone at 0 K.

M0 =

hcν −2
3
− i
1 − e kB T
2

1 ∂ 2 ᾱ
2 ∂q52

2

.

(9)

eff

Here, the specification “eff” makes reference to the fact
that the second derivative of Eq. (9) has accounted effectively
for anharmonic corrections. The second index in q5, 1 was
dropped for simplicity.
The expression of Eq. (9) is formally very different from
what would be observed in the absence of hot bands: in their
absence, it is the spectral moment M02←0 = limT →0 M0 (T ) of
the bare overtone transition (000020) ← (000000) that would
have instead been measured. In the case of room-temperature
SF6 , one has P 0 = 0.32 (see Table I), a value far from being
close to 1. As a result, only ideally can the quantity M02←0
be isolated from its environment and be measured, especially
upon raising gas pressure up to several atmospheres to make
the tiny overtone signal be detectable. Interestingly, the low
frequency of the ν 5 mode (see Table II) makes the values of
γ i (T) to literally take off above T ≈ 300 K and the intensity
of the overtone to be doubled at 300 ◦ C (see below).58
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<2000

<3000

<4000

Number of states
Fractional population (%)
Contribution to the γ -factor

15
80.71
0.884

157
97.88
1.137

852
99.86
1.172

3183
99.99
1.175

3. Distribution of the scattered intensity over energy

TABLE IV. Fractional populations of SF6 molecules and their contributions
to the Raman intensity of the overtone for different values of the initial state
vibrational number v5 at 295 K. All contributions due to other modes have
already been accounted for in the calculation of the entry values.
v5

P (v5 ) (%)

Scattered intensity (%)

0
1
2
3
4
5

78.56
18.22
2.82
0.36
0.04
0.00

66.88
25.85
6.00
1.08
0.17
0.02

1

80

0.8

60

0.6

40

0.4

20

0.2

0

0

1000

2000
−1

Energy (cm

3000

)

0

FIG. 1. Fractional population of gas molecules (boxes) and contributions to
the overtone γ -factor of Eq. (8) (lines) as a function of vibrational energy
range (in units of cm−1 ) at 295 K.

Population (%)

Population (%)
γ contribution
50

0.5

40

0.4

30

0.3

20

0.2

10

0.1

0

0

1

2

3



4

5

6

0

7

i vi

FIG. 2. Fractional population of gas molecules (dark grey sticks) and contributions to the overtone γ -factor of Eq. (8) (light grey sticks) as a function of
vtot = i vi at 295 K.

Population (%)
γ contribution
Population (%)

According to our computations, at room temperature,
98% of the contributions to the gas population and to the hotband γ -factor of Eq. (8) are from vibrational states with energies lying below 2000 cm−1 and v5 ≤ 2. This is inferred from
the data of Tables III and IV. The first of these tables allows
one to analyze these contributions as a function of the width
of the energy window and of the number of vibrational states
considered in the computation. The second table displays how
the population of the gas molecules and their contributions to
the 2ν 5 Raman signal are shared on the v5 ladder.
Figure 1 illustrates the way in which the molecular population of SF6 (boxes) and its contribution to the γ -factor of
Eq. (8) (lines) are distributed for the 2ν 5 overtone, as a function of vibrational energy at room temperature. On climbing the energy ladder, the convergence to the result of
Eq. (8) for 2ν 5 is enough fast to make mechanical anharmonicity not to have a significant effect at room temperature.
This convergence is considered effective as soon as the energy
has reached 2100 cm−1 .
Figures 2 and 3 show how molecular population of SF6
(dark grey sticks) along with contributions to the hotband γ factor of Eq. (8) (light grey sticks) are distributed as a function
of vtot (= 6i=1 vi ) and v5 , respectively. As seen from these
figures, in order for the convergence to the γ i (295K) value
to be almost complete, it suffices to climb the v-steps up to
vtot = 5 and v5 = 2 . This finding suggests that the anharmonicity of the SF6 potential should have only a reduced effect in the treatment of 2ν 5 at room temperature.
Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the hotband factor of
Eq. (8) as a function of temperature (in K), for three representative 2ν i overtones of SF6 (solid line curves). These are
in the descending order: 2ν 6 (black solid line), 2ν 5 (blue solid
line), 2ν 1 (red solid line). Note that the most significant variations are due to the low energy of the corresponding modes

100

γ contribution

<1000

Population (%)

Energy (cm−1 )

γ contribution

Population (%)
γ contribution

TABLE III. Energy distribution of fractional SF6 populations and contributions to the hotband γ -factor of the overtone. For the purpose of this table,
these contributions were computed numerically in order to monitor their convergence to the value given by Eq. (8).
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FIG. 3. Fractional population of gas molecules (dark grey sticks) and contributions to the overtone γ -factor of Eq. (8) (light grey sticks) as a function of
v5 at 295 K.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the γ -factor for three overtones of SF6
(solid line curves). From top to bottom: 2ν 6 (black solid line), 2ν 5 (blue solid
line), 2ν 1 (red solid line). For comparison, the factors of the 2ν 2 and 2ν 3
overtones of CO2 have also been plotted (dashed line curves). In the inset,
the γ -factor is shown as a function of reduced temperature T ∗ = kB T/(hcν i ).

(348 and 524 cm−1 for ν 6 and ν 5 , respectively). The more energetic ν 1 mode ( 774 cm−1 ) is by far less affected by temperature. For the sake of comparison, the factors that are relative
to the 2ν 3 and 2ν 2 overtones of CO2 are also shown (dashed
line curves). To make it possible to compare, whatever the
molecule, how the hotband factor depends simultaneously on
kB T
was introduced59
T and ν i , a reduced temperature T ∗ = hcν
i
∗
and the plot of γ i as a function of T is shown in the inset. The
value T ∗ = 1 corresponds to a fictitious mode with energy
equal to that of the thermal excitation; at room temperature,
this mode is activated at 205 cm−1 . Below T ∗ = 0.2, the hotband factor makes almost no effect. At room temperature, this
behavior would correspond to modes with frequencies greater
than 1025 cm−1 . None of the SF6 modes has such a high frequency. In contrast, the two stretching modes of CO2 do belong to this class, and the impact of the thermal factor for CO2
becomes tiny.

window cell specially designed to support high pressures. Raman signals scattered thereby at a right angle were recorded.
A nitrogen-cooled CCD was used for the detection. The laser
power was kept constant at 2 W for all the runs. Various gas
densities covering the range from 2 to 27 amagat were used,
that is, pressures going from ∼2 to 20 atm.
The center of the 2ν 5 overtone was seen at 1048 cm−1
and the band was recorded over a wide frequency interval, ν,
ranging from 980 to 1150 cm−1 . At each experimental run and
setting value for the gas density, calibration of the Raman signal (photons/second) was made to an absolute-scale densitydependent (amagat cm3 ) signal intensity S(ν) by means of
the S0 (1) rotational line of molecular hydrogen. This line was
centered at 587.1 cm−1 . A switchable linear polarization for
the incident beam was used, giving rise to independent Raman
signals S (ν) and S⊥ (ν). These signals were then combined together in a linear combination with appropriate coefficients55
to form the isotropic signal Siso (ν) . To make sure that the
recorded spectrum was indeed due to transitions by single
SF6 molecules, a rigorous protocol was applied, enabling us to
determine the exact way in which the gas density, ρ, affects
the integrated signal (Siso )int . A behavior that is strictly linear in ρ was observed, which is compelling evidence that the
isotropic spectrum was indeed due to isolated SF6 molecules.
The density-independent isotropic intensity profile was then
deduced through Iiso (ν) = Siso (ν)/ρ.
In Figure 5, the absolute-calibrated density-dependent
spectra Siso are illustrated on a semi logarithmic scale as a
function of Raman frequency (in cm−1 ), for the various gas
densities employed and after extraction of the surrounding
parasitic signals. The deleted stripe seen on the plot around
the frequency 1034.7 cm−1 corresponds to the position where
the hydrogen rotational line S0 (3) appeared and perturbed the
SF6 spectrum. This range was covered by interpolation before any integration of spectra. The straight line shown in the

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out using equipment well
known for its sensitivity and a meticulous and stiff protocol
that we have established to ensure reliability in the signal extraction. Description in detail of the equipment and of the way
we are used to operate has been given previously.13, 14, 17, 60, 61
Technical details, related to the way in which the 2ν 5 signal was isolated from its environment and to how a densityindependent absolute-calibrated isotropic spectrum was
extracted from the recorded spectrum, will be skipped. In
what follows, only the essentials of the isotropic spectrum are
gathered.

A. Setup, settings, and detection

A solid-state 532-nm frequency-doubled Nd:YV04 laser
was used to shine green light onto high purity (99.995%) pressurized sulfur hexafluoride gas. The sample was maintained at
a constant temperature of 294.5 ± 1 K and confined in a four-

FIG. 5. Absolute-calibrated spectra Siso (in units of cm3 amagat) as a function of Raman frequency ν (in units of cm−1 ) for 13 values of gas density
ranging from 2 to 27 amagat (in the upward direction). In the inset, the product M0 · ρ [M0 is the experimental zeroth-order moment (in units of cm6 ) of
the signal generated from a gas sample of density ρ] is shown as a function
of ρ (in units of amagat). The linear dependence is evidence that the recorded
band comes from isolated molecules alone.
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TABLE V. Scattering cross-sections for the overtone by using incident light
polarized ⊥ to the scattering plane.
dσ⊥
−33
d (×10

cm2 sr−1 )

This work
Previous works
a
b

0.96
0.93a
0.61b

Reference 30.
Reference 29.

gas densities covering the range from 2.03 to 27.34 amagat.
Thorough analysis of that careful procedure will be reported
elsewhere. The spectra of Figures 5 and 6 were obtained after
extraction of the surrounding parasitic signals.
C. The spectral moment
FIG. 6. Isotropic spectrum Iiso (in units of cm3 ) as a function of Raman frequency ν (in units of cm−1 ) for 13 values of gas density ranging from 2 to
27 amagat (in the upward direction; same colors as in Fig. 5). The small differences between the spectra (especially at the top) is an indication of weak
but distinguishable pressure-induced effects √
modifying the shape of the overtone. In the insets the half-width /2 at 1/ e-maximum and the band-top
shift δ (in units of cm−1 ) are shown as a function of density ρ (in units of
amagat).

inset represents the quantity M0 ρ as a function of ρ, with M0
the zeroth-order isotropic moment. Given the definition of M0
[see below Eq. (10) ], the perfect alignment of the points in
∞
the inset is evidence for spectrum integrals −∞ Siso (ρ, ν)dν
scaling linearly with ρ.
Figure 6 shows the isotropic spectrum, Iiso , as a function of ν, for the different values of ρ. The close resemblance
of the spectra is indication of small yet observable pressureinduced effects for this overtone. The precise way in which
broadening and shift were found to depend on ρ is shown
in the insets: A tiny negative broadening (narrowing), scaling
linearly with ρ and amounting to −8×10−4 cm−1 /amagat is
seen along with a redshift about ten times greater. The small
dispersion of points, both in the main body of the figure and
in the insets, is a measure of the quality of our measurements.
B. Accounting for the surrounding bands

A major difficulty in the study of the overtone came from
the far wing of certain transitions such as the very intense fundamental ν 1 (centered at 774 cm−1 ) or the collision-induced
component of ν 3 (centered at 948 cm−1 ), which severely perturbed the baseline of the 2ν 5 signal. Another perturbation
occurred due to the presence of undesired signals located at
the upper frequency side of the 2ν 5 overtone, which were
interpreted as being possibly due to the far wings of the ν 2
+ ν 5 combination band and to a lesser extent due to the 2ν 4
and 2ν 2 overtones, centered at 1166, 1230, and 1285 cm−1 ,
respectively. The perturbation of the latter three signals, although substantial, was less significant than that of the lower
frequency signal. For all of them, a systematic least-squares
fitting procedure was applied employing an exponential wing
profile (adapted to the perfectly linear aspect seen on a logarithmic plot for the spectral tails) and 13 experimental runs for

The isotropic zeroth-order moment was calculated by integrating the isotropic spectral intensity Iiso (= Sρiso ), by means
of the formula:
+∞
−4
Iiso (ν)dν.
(10)
M0 = [2π (ν0 − νs )]
−∞

In the latter expression, ν 0 denotes the laser wavenumber and
ν s the wavenumber at the center of the recorded band. The
result is in units of cm6 . We obtained the value M0 (expt.)
= 4.59(69) × 10−54 cm6 .
Table V gathers previous and present results for scattering cross-sections obtained with incident beam polarization
perpendicular to the scattering plane.
IV. CALCULATIONS
A. Derivatives

Given the value of M0 extracted from the recorded
isotropic spectrum, we are now able to deduce, on the basis of Eq. (9), the value (∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 )eff  = 0.0218 a03 (a0 is the
Bohr radius). Further refinement of the analysis is possible
upon using anharmonicity data that are either available or that
are yet to come. Thus, by assuming that the anharmonicity
corrections are independent of the vibration quantum number
(which is a reasonable assumption for enough low-lying vibrational excitations v5 and vtot ; see Table IV, Figures 2 and
3), the harmonic derivative ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 reads:
∂ 2 ᾱ
=
∂q52

∂ 2 ᾱ
∂q52

−
eff

2ν1
∂ ᾱ
k155 2
.
∂q1
4ν5 − ν12

(11)

This expression stems from the most general expression62
relevant
to
overtone
transition
matrix-elements
· · · vi + 2 · · · |ᾱ| · · · vi · · · :
∂ 2 ᾱ
∂qi2

=
eff

∂ 2 ᾱ
∂ ᾱ 2kiii
+
2
∂qi νi
∂qi


 ∂ ᾱ
2νk
+
kkii 2
∂qk
4νi − νk2
k=i

(12)

upon setting i = 5, k = 1, and ∂ ᾱ/∂qi = 0. The latter condition is a consequence of the fact that ν 5 is a vibration that is
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TABLE VI. Values for ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂qi2 eff and ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂qi2 in units of a03 .
∂ 2 ᾱ
∂q52

eff

+0.0218
−0.0218

0.020a,b
− 0.024a,b

∂ 2 ᾱ
∂q52
0.020a,c

0.074b,d
0.030b,d

− 0.024a,c

0.072c,d
0.028c,d

The value k155 = 0.68 cm−1 was used (taken from Ref. 45).
The value ∂ ᾱ/∂q1 = 0.975 a03 was used (taken from Ref. 63, expt.).
c
The value ∂ ᾱ/∂q1 = 0.937 a03 was used (taken from Ref. 19, calculations).
d
The value k155 = −17 cm−1 was used (taken from Ref. 44).
a

b

not totally symmetric and, as such, its fundamental transition
gives rise merely to a depolarized spectrum. So too is the case
with all the other derivatives ∂ ᾱ/∂qk in the summation over
k, except for k = 1: of the six vibrations of SF6 , ν 1 is the only
one to be totally symmetric (A1 ).
The sign uncertainty in the value of the first rhs term
in the above equation along with the very different magnitudes that have been reported for the cubic force constant k155
(Refs. 44 and 45) gives rise to a multitude of values for
∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 . All of them were compatible with our spectrum.
They are gathered in Table VI. The value of ∂ ᾱ/∂q1 is known
to a good accuracy both experimentally63 and numerically
(on the basis of second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation
theory)19 but given the poor accuracy of k155 , the ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52
values are given to three decimal places.
Table VII gathers all the input data that were needed to
apply Eq. (11). Polarizability derivatives are given in a03 ; vibrational frequencies for the two modes and their cubic force
constant are in cm−1 .

B. Higher order overtones

Before closing this section, it is worth noting that Eq.
(9) is restricted to first overtones. It was almost effortless to
extend it further to make it include overtones of any order,
such as second overtones (vi = 3) which are IR-allowed
and known for their challenging spectra. A remarkably elegant formula is then obtained for the γ -factor along with a
closed-form expression for the integrated isotropic spectral
moment in the case of overtone bands “(vi )νi ” of arbitrary
order for a non-degenerated vibration:

hcν −vi
− i
,
γi(vi ) = 1 − e kB T
M0 =

1
γ (vi )
2vi (vi )! i



∂

vi

ᾱ

vi
∂qi,x

(13)

2
.

Particular interesting is the fact that the hotband effect is
greatly enhanced with increasing overtone order. For certain
vibrations, the intensity of the 3ν i band can even be doubled
at room temperature.
Note that, in spite of the diverging behavior
limh→0 γi(vi ) = ∞, the moments given above remain
finite at the classical limit (h → 0):

2
vi
∂ vi ᾱ
kB T
1
class
= v
, (14)
M0
vi
2 i (vi )! μi (2π cνi )2
∂ri,x

ri [= ¯/(2π cνi μi )qi ] and μi being the physical length coordinate and the reduced mass64 associated with qi , respecvi
the corresponding vi -order derivatively, and ∂ vi ᾱ/∂ri,x
tive. Equation (14) shows that integrated intensities go with ν i
v

as T /νi2 i . Interestingly enough, changes in ν i have a more
pronounced effect on integrated spectra than they have it on
bare γ -factors [γi(vi ) ∼ (T /νi )vi , see Figure 4 for vi = 2].
V. SYNOPSIS

Highly accurate absolute-calibrated Raman spectra were
recorded from room-temperature pressurized SF6 around the
frequency of the highly polarized first overtone of the scissoring vibration ν 5 (1048 cm−1 ). Experiments with 13 gas
densities, ρ, ranging between 2 and 27 amagat were run. The
profiles were seen to be only little affected by pressure and
to obey rigorously a linear law in ρ. A systematic protocol
was applied to remove effects due to the spectral wings of the
accidentally present surrounding Raman bands, allowing us
to rigorously determine the isotropic overtone spectrum. Full
account was made of the multitude of hot bands around 1048
cm−1 , and a formula for ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 was worked out involving
a T-independent integrated intensity M0 (T)/γ (T). Also, the issue of the much challenging IR-allowed second overtones was
addressed in this article, through generalization of our formulas to elegant expressions that are applicable to overtones of
any order for non-degenerated modes. In view of the growing
attention that the issues of radiative forcing are being receiving internationally and of the fast 8% annual increase of SF6
gas in the air, there is urgent need for ab initio calculated values of dipole moment and polarizability second derivatives
like ∂ 2 ᾱ/∂q52 . Not much seems to have emerged in that field
since Maroulis’s contributions.19 Not only a fuller comparison
between theory and experiment will in such a way be possible, also a reliable value for the thus-far loosely determined
cubic force constant k155 will at last become available.
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